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RESOURCE HERITAGE AND CONSERVATION EDUCATION
ARNOLD 0. HAUGEN

Good conservation involves wise use of resources. Consideration must be given to long-time use by people of both this and
future generations. In some cases good conservation dictates that
we make only limited or no use of a particular
resource. Examples of the latter are Iowa's few
remnant native prairie areas and relatively undisturbed forest areas. Iowa's resources also include its soils, water, woodlots, wildlife, fishes,
and geological, paleontological and historical
sites. Availability of Iowa resources for future
use will depend on how we manage to use or
abuse them t oday.
Your Academy of Science has been interested in the conservation of Iowa's natural resources for many years, but support from the
Haugen
Academy was greatly increased in 1961 when it
expanded its sphere of activity by creating a Section on Conservation. Previous to the establishing of the Conservation Section, conservation resources activity had been conducted mainly as a comm ittee activity.
P apers presented at th e Annual Academy Conservation Section Meetings in the past 6 years have covered a wide variety of
topics including game, fish, preserve areas, archaeology, p aleontlogy, county conservation board activities and outdoor recreation.
The future welfar e of Iowa depends on creation of a sound
conservation p hilosophy in the consciounce of increasing numbers of
people. his can be accompished only through a greatly expanded
conservation education program. This must include a sound outdoor
ducation program, with education in and for the use of the outof-doors. If we are to remain a prosperous state, we must shoulder
the task of developing a sympathetic heart and a gentle hand for
our out-of-doors heritage. Intelligent use of our outdoor recreation resources is needed if Iowans are to continue to enjoy quality
outdoor recreation experiences. Care must be taken that we do not
destroy our few remaining natural areas through overzealous development and overuse of these few reminders of nature being
natural. Recreation area development should instead make increasing use of open lands and water areas by developing them with
landscape plantings.
The task before us is not only one of creating a conservation
philosophy in the younger generatin, but, we the "Conservation
Indians", must also convince our school administrators, "Our
Chiefs", that education in and for the use of the out-of-doors is
essential for continued prosperity and rewarding recreational opportunity and experiencse for generations to come. We cannot
afford to contribute to the bankruptcy of our resource heritage. The
challenge to safeguard our heritage is ours. Can we meet it successfully? I hope so. Iowa's future depends on us.

